
 THE SCOOP



INTRODUCTION

I have a large dog who produces a large amount of poop.  To clean up the poop I 
use a poop scooper as pictured here.  Using this poop scooper is a lot of work.





PROBLEM
The problem is using the manual poop scooper is a lot of work.

HYPOTHESIS
My hypothesis is that I can create an automated poop scooper to make picking up 
poop more easier.





MATERIALS
Linear actuator 1 roll of steel plumber strap

12 volt battery 12 inch x 2 inch x ⅛ inch flat bar steel

12 volt modulator 1 12 x 24 inch sheet of 16 gauge sheet 
metal

12 volt switch 1 large steel dust pan

16 gauge electrical wire 1 large steel scoop

4 electrical connectors 10 3/16 inch rivets

3 5/16 inch bolts and nuts 1 12 inch long, 5/16 inch threaded rod 
and 4 nuts



EQUIPMENT
Drill Pop rivet gun

Drill bits Electrical pliers

Mig welder Tin snips

Angle grinder

Cut off wheel

Torch 

Wrench

Pliers

Screw driver
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PROCEDURE
1. Test actuator by using electrical wires to connect to the battery and modulator.  

The red wires connect to positive and the black wires connect to negative.
2. Mock up parts by laying the actuator, modulator, battery, large metal dust pan 

and smaller scoop on the sheet metal.
3. Fabricate the mount for the actuator to attach to the smaller scoop using the 

threaded rod and flat bar steel.
4. Trim the sheet metal to fit components and add a 90 degree bend to one side 

of the sheet metal.
5. Attach dust pan to the sheet metal using spot welds with the Mig welder.
6. Attach actuator to the sheet metal using plummer strap and pop rivets.



Wiring Welding Making 90 
degree angle 
in sheet metal

Drilling holes
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PROCEDURE continued
7.  Attach threaded rod to actuator using bolts and nuts.

8.  Attach scoop mount to scoop and attach to threaded rod using nuts and bolts.

9.  Attach 12 Volt battery to sheet metal using plummer strap.

10.  Attach module to top of dust pan using bolts.

11. Drill hole in top of dust pan attach 12 volt switch.

12.  Attach positive wire (red) from battery to switch and attach positive wire (red) 
from switch to modulator.

13.  Attach both wires (red and black) from actuator to modulator.

14.  Attach negative wire (black) from battery to modulator.

15.  Test operation of automated poop scoop by turning the main switch on and 
the modulator switch on.



Final Set-up Ready to 
scoop poop

Scooping 
poop

Poop scooped
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RESULTS
I tested the operation of the automated poop scooper using a fake poop and found 
that it successfully scoops the poop.
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=db5715767f&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg
-f:1723802841002694497&th=17ec2d8d00c65761&view=att&disp=safe

Video of the poop scooper in action can be viewed at this link.



 LIMITATIONS
1. The poop scooper is slow and requires about 22 seconds to scoop a poop.
2. The poop scooper is heavy and lopsided making it difficult to carry.
3. The poop scooper requires the operator to move the actuator out before 

placing it down to scoop the poop, making the process cumbersome.



FUTURE RESEARCH
To improve this prototype, the following could be studied.

1. The use of a faster actuator may increase the speed of scooping.
2. Experiment with ways to raise and lower the scoop for easier operation.
3. Experiment with ways to reduce and distribute weight.
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THANK YOU!


